Richard Waller's 'Life of Dr Robert Hooke', prefixed to his edition of Hooke's Posthumous Works (1705), is an important source for the life of one of the most eminent members of the early Royal Society. It also has the distinction of being one of the earliest biographies of a man of science to be published in English. I argue that it is in fact the first biography to embrace the subject's naturalphilosophical work as the centre of his life, and investigate Waller's reasons for adopting this strategy and his struggle with the problem of how to represent an early experimental philosopher in print.
correspondence with scholars and natural philosophers in Europe the world's first learned journal, the Philosophical Transactions. Much of the textual production associated with the early Royal Society displays an urgent sense of how vital the intellectual and social prestige of its members and associates could be to its own standing, and these were played up at every opportunity; its status as a royal foundation was trumpeted, its membership lists published, and the talents, inventions and discoveries of its members reinforced in print. 10 Yet there were no attempts to enlist the posthumous reputations of prominent members to its own benefit. Short biographies of prominent early Fellows appear in the transcripts of the Society's meetings printed by Thomas Birch in the 1750s, but these are his interpolations and the archival record shows no evidence of this kind of commemoration. In the published transcripts they appear as 9 The best known of the apologia are Joseph Glanvill, Plus Ultra, London: 1668, and Thomas Sprat, The History of the Royal Society, London: 1667; of the attacks, Henry Stubbe wrote several, including Legends no histories; a specimen of some animadversions upon the History of the Royal Society, London 1670; and Thomas Shadwell's play of 1676, The Virtuoso, mocked the Fellows of the Society in the person of Sir Nicholas Gimcrack. 10 See Sprat, History, passim; the Society membership lists began to be published as early as 1663 (a surviving example exists in RS Tracts 1/2), while Oldenburg's Philosophical Transactions reviewed, previewed and promoted Boyle's work in particular to an astonishing extent; almost 25% of the first volume of the journal is by Boyle or about him, amounting to over 90 quarto pages out of 400.
sketches in the accounts of the anniversary meeting of the Society, held on the 30 th of
November, of the year in which the Fellow died; Birch was plainly concerned to incorporate his accounts of their lives into some broader notion of institutional commemorative practices.
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Birch also produced numerous entries for the General Dictionary Historical and Critical (1731-1740) -over 500, according to James Marshall Osborn -including those for Newton and Hooke. 12 It is also worth remarking that Louis XIVs pensionary Académie Royale des Sciences, in Paris, inaugurated a tradition of speaking elegies for its dead members that would subsequently be printed in the official records, a tradition formally enshrined in the Académie's practices by the reforms of 1699. 13 There was no English equivalent. The first issue of the Philosophical Transactions contained an obituary notice of Pierre de Fermat, lifted verbatim and without attribution from a recent number of the Journal des Sçavans, although this was anomalous.
14 Even in Oldenburg's journal, however, which was strongly predicated on the notion of community among natural philosophers and which worked hard to establish and extend that community and Oldenburg's importance within it, publishing obituaries never became standard practice during the seventeenth century. Even when Oldenburg died and the editorship of the journal passed to Nehemiah Grew, the fact went poignantly unrecorded. iii) The Newton Problem 'The sequel of this memoir' is Hooke's pressing his claim to priority in the matter of the inverse square law of gravitation against Newton in 1686, and the lasting damage it did
Hooke's reputation is evident. This claim became the cornerstone of a presumption of bad faith against him, and undermined any priority claim of his, whether it was advanced before or after the clashes with Newton. Hooke's claims to the design of the air-pump used in Boyle's experiments are recast as an illegitimate appropriation of credit from both the man who commissioned it (Boyle) and the man who built it (Ralph Greatorex), and his own involvement reduced below either to the level of a draughtsman and errand-boy. 32 It is worth noting in passing that this attack also has a social dimension -Hooke's pretensions to sharing credit with the aristocratic Boyle are undermined by his unwillingness to give the instrument-maker his due, and his claim to be considered a legitimate philosopher by the social scope of his intellectual avarice, stealing from noblemen and tradesmen alike. Waller unwittingly supplied the raw material for the character assassination, but it needed the addition of extensive glossing and insinuation from the Britannica biographer to blacken Hooke effectively. Given the shortage of evidence on this point it is necessary to proceed cautiously. These works were often expensive to produce and the print runs usually modest, of the order of 300-750 copies in the cases of which we know. 40 Often the only useful indicator of a work's success is whether it went into multiple editions; relatively few large quartos or folios of this nature did.
Furthermore, the lapse of time between a first and a second edition is not necessarily a reliable indication of demand. As is well known from John Wallis's correspondence, it is likely that Newton's Principia had sold out by the mid-1690s, since a second edition was then being contemplated and urged by his colleagues; but it did not actually appear until 1713, almost twenty years later. 41 While it is too much to assume that the Fellowship and the reading public for works of natural philosophy were coextensive, they certainly overlapped to a large degree;
the Fellowship stood at around 250 in 1700, a market theoretically big enough by itself to make an edition of 500 to 750 copies financially viable, if not actually profitable. Books published by Fellows of the Society thus had a large part of their natural market directly to hand. The
Continental market for vernacular English publication was mostly too small to be significant, since few European scholars outside the British Isles could read English; even 80 years later,
Augustin Mann reckoned that half a dozen offprints of an article of his in the Philosophical
Transactions would be all that he needed to furnish his English-speaking acquaintance on the Continent with copies.
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Waller's volume was associated with the Royal Society wherever one chooses to look.
It was an edition of papers by the Society's first in-house experimenter, mostly carried out under its aegis, compiled and edited by its current Secretary, and dedicated to the Society. But it was also the case that Hooke had to an unusual extent withdrawn himself from the Society's usual practices of registration and publication of experiments, by failing to leave copies of his reports in the Society archives. Furthermore, the Society had some proprietary claim on at least a part of his work, since a good deal of it had been carried out while he was a Society employee.
When Nehemiah Grew read some lectures at the Royal Society in December 1677, for instance, the fact that the Royal Society had sponsored his lectures apparently made them feel they had some say over the proper way to publish them. 43 repository suffered considerable loss and deterioration in the years after Hooke's death. 54 The publication of material Hooke had withheld for so long reflects both the Society's impatience with its inaccessibility and perhaps also a real anxiety about the danger of its dispersal. This to proceed with some caution, since the compilation of the Posthumous Works was a piecemeal process, relying on the acquisition of papers from Hooke's relatives in two distinct bundles, and that further material came to Waller's hands in 1707, some two years after publication.)
Waller opens the volume with Hooke's 'General Scheme, or Idea of the Present State of Natural Philosophy', a treatise developed from lectures he gave under the terms of Sir John Cutler's 1665 endowment of a lectureship on the history of trades and whose composition is customarily dated, following Patri Pugliese and Mary Hesse, to about the middle of 1668. 56 Consisting of
Hooke's account of the history of natural philosophy, the flaws in the method followed by ancient philosophers, detailed instances of how to remedy them, and of the underlying cognitive structures which he insisted had to be taken into account when devising methods of experimental investigation, it is the fullest account he ever gave of his ideal of a natural philosopher. Waller's inclusion of it points not only to its potential utility but to how it can act as a guide to the understanding of Hooke's work; he remarks in an editorial note to the "General Scheme...of Natural Philosophy" that This Treatise of Dr. Hook's, tho' it was never brought to its designed Perfection, yet I thought best to present the Learned with in the first place, since it treats of the Method he proposed to himself in his Inquiries into Nature; and which he has very much observed. 
